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monet shawl
by suzanne middlebrooks

finished dimensions
up to 24" wide x 108" long, on loom.
pictured shawl is 16.5" wide (18" wide on loom) x 81” long, after 
washing.
Note: Shawl width can be as wide/narrow as desired. Up to 
24” wide can be woven with a single skein. If you prefer a scarf 
width you should be able to get two scarves 10-11” wide each 
from a single skein.

yarn
Interlacements Rick Rack 
 (100% Rayon; 1200 yds / 16 oz)
 1 skein shown in color Mountain Jewel

equipment
rigid heddle loom
8 dent heddle

sett
8 epi x 8 ppi

notions
tapestry needle for hemstitching, waste yarn

hemstitching
leave a long tail when you begin weaving with your working 
yarn. After you have 1-2" woven hemstitch using this tail as 
follows:

1.Insert the needle at the top left corner of the stitch from 
behind the work. In the example this is shown as over 3 warp 
ends and up 2 weft picks. Pull the tail all the way through the 
work.
2. Return to the bottom right corner of the hemstitch and enter 
the fabric with the tapestry needle (for the first hemstitch you 
are working around the outside edge of the fabric). Exit out 
of the bottom left corner, making sure that the needle passes 
OVER the yarn you are stitching with.
3. Pull the stitch snug and repeat across the work, moving over 
the same number of warp ends each time - enter 1, exit 2, enter 
1, exit 3.

directions
Warp your loom to the desired width, approximately 3 yds long. 

Weave 1-2" of waste yarn, switch to working yarn, leaving a tail 
approximately 4x the width of the shawl and weave 1-2" plain 
weave. Hemstitch as shown below. 

Continue weaving in plain weave until all warp is woven. 
Hemstitch as shown below.

finishing
Cut shawl from loom and hand wash. Press with a low iron an 
dtrim fringe even.
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